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Connection between explosion and remnant

Cassiopeia A

•
•
•

g292.0+1.8

Global, parsec scale asymmetries to ~10AU dense bullets
Structures sample different compositions
All stars forming late (~5 Myr) in the evolution of an H II region may be contaminated by supernova
ejecta at a level of ~10−4. One clump mixes with ~1 M⊙ of material (Pan et al. 2012)

Simulations

•

from launch of explosion to decades (so far)

•

Direct comparison to well-characterized remnants

•

formation of structure during explosion and interaction
with surrounding environment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SNSPH Smooth particle hydrodynamics simulations

•

TYCHO stellar evolution code (Young & Arnett), 321D
non-local turbulent convection and hydrodynamic mixing,
coupled rotation, 177 isotope network, upgraded to 522,
same architecture as SNSPH & Burnf, Mass loss histories

1-100 million particles
bipolar, unipolar, equatorial, and symmetric explosions
in-line 22 isotope network
x-ray cooling
nucleosynthesis postprocessing with 522 isotopes (Burnf)
16M⊙ WNL stripped binary (Cas A), 15 & 20 (g292) M⊙
red supergiants (non-rotating)
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RT/RM Instabilities

Cassiopeia A

•

Richtmeyer-Meshkov/Rayleigh-Taylor in forward
shock (at all density/entropy/composition
boundaries)

•

RM/RT from reverse shock formed at H/He
interface reaching He/CO interface - dominates
structure

•

Reduced RT structure in stripped envelope
progenitors - Cas A

g292.0+1.8

Nucleosynthesis
•

15M⊙ Explosions

•
•
•

Weak bipolar, symmetric, central compact object
Symmetric and weak bipolar most species similar to a few %
Central Compact Object very different

•
•
•
•
•
•

1.35 and 1.5 M⊙
Momentum tracking, non-fixed
Slightly more fallback
weaker shocks - less C, Ne processing
convection - higher free neutrons; variable density gives strong
pockets of α-rich freezeout

20M⊙ Explosions

•
•
•
•

He

Strong bipolar, equatorial, symmetric
Similar ejecta masses
less explosive Si burning in symmetric
More explosive low Z burning in equatorial than jet

56Ni

•
•

Simulated 44TI observations from
NuSTAR
based on distribution predicted by
bipolar explosion of 16M⊙ binary
progenitor

Cas A 44Ti simulation
Input flux: 2.5 10-5 ph/cm2/s @ 68 keV line
Simulation: Background & 44Ti line only!
Observation time: 1 Ms
Backprojected detector hits

cm

Input 44Ti
distribution

Interaction with ISM

•
•

Mixing in the circumstellar medium

•

Many CSM morphologies - dense, slow
winds; fast, tenuous, hot winds; envelopes
stripped by binaries; photoionized material,
molecular gas, clumpy, filamentary material

•

Simulations of high density molecular material,
low density cool ISM, and red-supergiant
wind with cooling

Stars surrounded by mass lost in winds over
their lifetime + interstellar gas
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20M⊙ mswept up

Cold molecular medium
20M⊙ progenitor mejecta ~ mswept up
20M⊙ progenitor mejecta ~ 1/8mswept up
16M⊙ stripped progenitor mejecta ~ 1/6mswept up
density
oxygen
stellar H-rich
stellar Fe-rich
→ reverse shock
→ forward shock
16M⊙ No strong filaments inside reverse
shock - no sharp entropy/density gradient in
progenitor
20M⊙ Strong RT instabilities in explosion substantially more distortion of forward shock
and fast clumps

20M⊙ 1/8mswept up

16M⊙

20M⊙ progenitor in RSG wind + cold neutral medium
Four types of structures
•
•
•
•
•

Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities from explosion
RT instabilities from interaction of forward shock with ejecta/RSG wind boundary
RT instabilities from interaction of forward shock with RSG wind/CNM boundary
RT instabilities from reverse shock formed when mCSM/mej ~0.1
Interaction of RT instabilities from ejecta/RSG reverse shock and explosion RT
instabilities - consolidates explosion RT into denser, narrower filaments
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•
•

Further work
Fine grid of 12 - 30M⊙ progenitors with sparse grid to 100M⊙ at multiple Z
Convection-driven 3D asphericities before collapse (with D. Arnett), Reynolds
decomposition of convective motion into average and fluctuating components.
Fluctuating component can be used to stochastically reconstruct 3D anisotropies
from 321D evolutionary models

•
•
•
•

~3D initial conditions for core collapse without time-consuming 3D stellar
interior simulations

CSM from complex mass loss histories
3D collapse for engine-driven asymmetries
SuperNovae Analysis aPplication (SNAP) - community web interface to
theoretical and observational light curves, correlation tables, and statistical
analysis software. Initial release uses TYCHO/LANL RAGE/LANL SPECTRUM for
multi band theoretical LCs, Swift for observations. Option for user uploads will
become available. - Later this year. (A. Bayless PI.)

Fig. 4.— 6 snapshots in time of the convection in our collapsing model. We plot slices of the
data in the x-z plane. The vectors denote direction and magnitude of the particle motion.
The colors denote entropy. Probably because of our low resolution, the growth time is longer
than we would expect from an instability analysis. But convection does develop, ultimately
producing a weak explosion. The convection also is far from symmetric, but we do not get
the si gle sided do flo s see i
a
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Conclusions
•

Details of ejecta structure have implications even to
exoplanets

•

Multiple explosion processes contribute to structure
formation

•

Structures retain original composition, modified by explosive
processing

•

Structures from explosion persist to late times

•

Interaction with CSM can consolidate structures

•

SN enrichment of nearby molecular cloud cores may be very
inhomogeneous

